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CASE REPORT

Doppler velocimetry for predicting fetal death in a twin pregnancy
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Diagnosis of discordant twins is easily accomplished with modern ultrasound equipment, though diagnosing twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome (TTS) at an early stage might be a problem. The possibility of excluding TTS by Doppler ultrasound is demonstrated in a case with early severe growth restriction of one fetus. Characteristic blood velocity changes in a dying fetus are also illustrated.

The Doppler technique has become an accepted method in obstetrics for antenatal surveillance, permitting evaluation of fetal circulation in a non-invasive manner and providing important physiological information on the fetal condition. Absent end-diastolic flow in the umbilical artery (UA) can warrant operative delivery for fetal distress (1).

Perinatal mortality is increased fivefold in multiple gestation, as compared with singleton pregnancy (2). The major complications include preterm labor, intrauterine growth retardation (IUGR), TTS, polyhydramnios, oligohydramnios, fetal malformations, and pre-eclampsia. Twin fetuses are generally smaller than singletons and IUGR and intrauterine fetal deaths are more common (3).

Before the introduction of the Doppler technique, ultrasound-imaging evaluation of discordant fetal size in twin pregnancy was a problem. Differential diagnosis of TTS and a true growth retardation of one fetus was a frequent worry for the clinician. Doppler examination of the fetal venous circulation with pulsating flow in the umbilical vein has been found helpful in the diagnosis of fetal congestive heart failure (4, 5). The general ultrasound imaging and Doppler findings in TTS are listed in Fig.1. The information provided by ultrasound imaging and Doppler can thus distinguish between TTS and growth retardation of one fetus and assist the clinician in making a diagnosis and predict the outcome. The following case illustrates characteristic blood velocity findings in a dying fetus.
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Fig.1. A schematic time sequence of characteristic ultrasonic findings in twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome (TTS). ARED: absent or reversed end diastolic in the umbilical artery; UV: umbilical vein; MCA: middle cerebral artery; IVC: inferior vena cava.
in the larger. At 26 weeks of gestation, discordance in growth between twins was −8% (915 g) vs. −69% (318 g), respectively, from reference curves. Doppler velocimetry showed similar results to those presented at 25 weeks. Similar Doppler velocimetry results were recorded until 29 weeks of pregnancy, when the smaller twin was deemed to have died. Doppler velocimetry in the survivor was normal. The pregnancy continued uneventfully until 34 weeks of gestation, when a healthy girl weighing 2210 g, Apgar score 9–10, was born prematurely vaginally. The dead fetus, also a girl, had a velamentous cord placental insertion. The neonatal period was uneventful.

Discussion

Early ultrasound examination in twin pregnancy is of great value. The ‘lamba sign’ can define dichorionicity and thus exclude the possibility of TTS later in gestation. Thick amniotic membranes also suggest dichorionicity, and different gender will confirm the fetus to be dizygotic. Diagnosis of discordant twin size is thus not a clinical problem with modern ultrasound equipment. However, differentiating between TTS and IUGR in one fetus is not so simple at mid-gestation if a dizygotic twin pregnancy cannot be confirmed. The likelihood of TTS increases, however, when oligo- and/or polyhydramnios develops. Hydrodramnios is also a characteristic sign of congestive heart failure in the large TTS fetus. Ultrasound examination of the larger twin can thus differentiate between TTS and true IUGR in the smaller twin.

Umbilical artery Doppler velocimetry can diagnose severe vascular resistance, which can be seen in the smaller twin in both IUGR and TTS. Signs of brain sparing in the MCA might also be seen in both twins. Venous Doppler flow examination in the larger twin can, however, distinguish between IUGR and TTS. In a case of a true IUGR, due to poor placental function or chromosomal aberration, venous blood flow in the larger twin is normal. However, abnormal flow in the ductus venosus and pulsations in the umbilical vein are characteristic signs of imminent fetal heart failure in TTS due to circulation overload in the recipient.

Blood flow in the fetal systemic veins pulsates normally in response to changes in central venous pressure. Umbilical ve-

nous flow is, however, even and without pulsations. By the development of fetal heart failure, both due to overload as in TTS or during hypoxia as in IUGR, blood velocity pulsations in the venous system increase in strength. Especially reversal of flow during atrial contraction is magnified and can cause a reversal of flow in the ductus venosus and cause pulsations in the umbilical vein (Fig. 2). These findings are associated with increased perinatal mortality (6).

The Doppler ultrasound signs of imminent fetal death given in Fig. 2 lasted for 3 weeks. This is in agreement with our experience from the early third trimester of pregnancy (<29 weeks) and in accordance with findings by Arduini et al. (7). A more mature fetus might not withstand this stress for such a long time. In our experience, a fetus of more than 34 weeks of gestation can usually not withstand similar circulation alternations for more than 3 days before intrauterine demise.

Signs of fetal brain sparing in the middle cerebral artery are known to disappear prior to fetal death (8). This might be due to cerebral autoregulation failure, cerebral edema, or heart failure. This reversal of compensation seems to be a sudden and a late sign of fetal compromise with poor prognosis (9). In the present study, the fetus was examined weekly. Signs of brain sparing were observed at the last examination. Reversal of compensation might thus have occurred later.

The clinical dilemma is whether and when to intervene— or not. If the larger twin is judged viable in TTS, the pregnancy should be terminated by cesarean section before the smaller twin dies, in order to minimize deleterious effects on the larger or recipient after death of the smaller twin. Longitudinal Doppler examination can thus be of value for predicting fetal death and timing of delivery in TTS.

In IUGR in one fetus, letting the growth-restricted fetus die in utero is of minimal risk for the larger twin. Passing 25 weeks of gestation is an obvious cause of anxiety. The clinical dilemma is trying to rescue one or both. Performing a cesarean section after 25 weeks might result in a small, severely injured newborn due to protracted hypoxemia. The unstrained larger twin might also suffer severely in the neonatal period, with varying degree of morbidity due to immaturity. In the present case, the parents were informed of the different options and chose to focus on one healthy baby. The decision is controversial and difficult for all parties concerned.

In conclusion, this case report illustrates characteristic blood velocity patterns in a dying fetus. The experience from this case report might also be of value in distinguishing between TTS and IUGR of a fetus.
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